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Abstract.
A previous result, that for certain problems in Hamiltonian
mechanics the commutator bracket is determined by the Poisson bracket, is
here extended to include certain problems in Hamiltonian field theory.

A fundamental component of any Hamiltonian formulation of mechanics,
whether classical or quantum, is the Poisson bracket, which determines the
development of the system in time. In an earlier paper [1] we have explored
the close connection between a suitably defined Poisson bracket and the usual
commutator bracket on the "moment algebra" generated by the canonical
coordinates of a system of n particles. There it was shown that under fairly
natural assumptions the commutator bracket is necessarily a scalar multiple of
the Poisson bracket; the scalar is zero in classical mechanics and is essentially
Plank's constant in quantum mechanics.
In this paper we propose to extend this result so as to make it available for
field theory. In order to do so, we must extend our previous assumptions in
two ways: we must allow for countably many generators for our moment
algebra, and we must allow for the anticommutators associated with Fermion
fields. The first of these extensions is routine, but the second requires a little
extra thought.
Let A be the moment algebra of all (noncommutative) polynomials, with
complex coefficients, in countably many generators {(p(},subject to a set of
relations to be determined

(cf. [1]).

We shall suppose, as in [1], that A admits a conjugate-linear, antiisomorphic involution, called conjugation and denoted by *. We shall also
suppose, in addition, that A admits a linear isomorphic involution, called
parity and denoted by tt. Like the conjugation, the parity
determined by its action on the generators, where we assume

(1)

operation

is

*<<?;)- ±<P;>

with the choice of sign to be specified later. To say that A admits the
involutions * and tt is to say that * and tt are compatible with whatever
relations hold among the polynomials in A.
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The only eigenvalues of an involution are ± 1. If / is an eigenpolynomial

of

it, we shall write

(2)

»/=(-i)7

where p = p(f) = parity of/is given by

it\
(3)

(t\
f°
'(/) = (l

Note that every polynomial/

if/even,
if/odd.

G A is a linear combination of eigenpolynomials

(4)

/ = g+h

where

(5)

.

*-!(/+«/),

h = \(f - irf).

We shall say that A admits a (generalized) Poisson bracket if there is,
compatible with the relations in A, a transformation

(6)

[,}:AXA->A

defined on A X A to A, which is bilinear,

{Xf+pg,h) = X{f,h}+ p{g,h},
(7)

{f,Xh+ pk}= X{f,h)+ p{f,k},

which is (generalized) skew symmetric,

(8)

{/,*} = -{-\)Pq{g,fl

where /, g are eigenpolynomials
(generalized) derivation,

of it with parity p, q, and which is a

(9a)

{fihk}= {f,h)k + (-l)prh{f,k),

(9b)

{fg,h)-(-mf,h}g+f{g,h)

where /, g, h are eigenpolynomials of it with parity p, q, r.
We note that (8) says that {/, g) is skew-symmetric unless / and g are both
of odd parity, in which case {fig} is symmetric. Similarly (9) says that {fihk}
is a derivation of the product hk unless/and h are both of odd parity, in which
case ( / hk] is a skew-derivation, satisfying the same law as does the exterior
derivative acting on differential forms on a differential manifold.
We shall also require that this bracket be compatible with the involutions *

and it:

(10)

[fig]* -{**,/*},

w{f,g) - {»/,**}.
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Properties (7)—(10)determine the Poisson bracket completely once it is known
on the generators. For these we specify

(10a)

{tp^tpj}= Xyl

where the X¡ are (complex) scalars, not all zero.
Next we define on A the (generalized) commutator

(11)

[,]:AxA-*A

which is bilinear, and which satisfies

(12)

[fig]=fg-i-l)Pqgf

where/, g are eigenpolynomials of tt with parity p, q. Property (12) says that
[fig] is the ordinary commutator fg - gf unless / and g are both of odd parity,
in which case [/, g] is the anticommutator fg + gf. It is a straightforward
exercise to verify that the generalized commutator also satisfies properties
(8)—(10),and hence provides an example of a generalized Poisson bracket for
A whenever it satisfies property (10a). This is precisely the case if A is the
moment algebra generated by a Boson field ([<p,-,my]_= iSyl) or a Fermion

ñeld([<p¡,cpj]+= 8yl).
Our principal result here is that the generalized commutator is essentially
the only possible example of a generalized Poisson bracket.
Theorem. If A admits a generalized Poisson bracket {, }, then the generalized
commutator bracket [ ,] is given by

(13)

[,]-*{,}

where the polynomial z lies in the center of A.

The proof is an immediate consequence of the following result:

Lemma.Iff, g, h, k E A, then

(14)

{/,*}[*,*] = [/,*}{*,*}■

Proof. We assume that /, g, h, k have parity p, q, r, s, and expand the
Poisson bracket {fg, hk} in two ways, first using (9a) and then (9b), and second

using (9b) and then (9a):

{fg,hk}= {fg,h}k+ i-ljp+q)rh{fg,k) = {-l)qr{f,h}gk+f{g,h}k
+{-l)pr+qr+qsh{fik}g

+ i-l)pr+qrhf{g,k},

{fg,hk}= {-l)q{r+s){fihk}g+f{g,hk}
(16)

= (-l)qr+«*{fih}kg+ (-l)qr+qs+prh{f,k}g

+f{g,h}k + (-l)qrfh{g,k}.
Subtracting (16) from (15), we obtain
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(17)

0 = (-l)9r({f,h}(gk - (-l)qskg) -(fh-

(-l)prhf){g,k)).

Now (17), together with (12), yields (14) for eigenpolynomials of it. The
general case follows from the bilinearity of both brackets and (4).
To prove the Theorem, we have simply to take /and h arbitrary in A, and
g and k so that {g,k} = 1. This last can always be achieved by taking g and
k as scalar multiples of generators, by (10a), so long as the A,-,are not all zero.
Then we put z = [g,k], and substitute in (14):

(18)

{f,h]z = [fih]l.

To show that z does not depend on the choice of g and k, suppose {g',k'} = 1
also, and put [g',k'] = z'. Now substitute/ = g', h = k' in (18) to see that
z = z'. To show that z lies in the center of A, let/be any generator of A, and
consider, with p, q the parities of /, g,

(20)

{/,*} = {fi[g,k]} = Ug),k] + (-i)pq[g,{fik)] = 0,

since {fig} and {f,k} are scalar multiples of the identity. But if {fiz} = 0, then

by (18)
(21)

[fiz] = {fz}z = 0.

Now z is of even party. To see this, note that
(22)

1TZ= „[g, k) = [lTg,1Tk] -

(-l)q + S[g,k]

= (-1« + °Z).

Similarly,
(23)

ir{g,k} - (-l)«+s{g,k).

But {g,k} = 1 has even parity, so (—l)q ' = +1, and so by (22) z has even

parity. Hence

(24)

[fiz]=fz-zf=0

by (21), and so z commutes with each generator/of

A, and so lies in the center

of A. The proof is complete.
We distinguish several special cases. If the generators all have even parity,
then so does every polynomial in A, and it reduces to the identity. In this case,
the brackets are both skew-symmetric and the generalized commutator
reduces to the ordinary commutator. In this case, if z = 0 then all commutators vanish and the algebra A is the commutative algebra on countably many
generators, with no other relations (cf. [1]). This is the case determined by
classical mechanics of commuting fields. If z = ml, ft a real scalar, then
relations (10) and (13) yield the Heisenberg commutation relations, and the
algebra A is the universal enveloping algebra of the Heisenberg Lie algebra
determined by these relations. This is the case determined by the quantum
mechanics of Boson fields. If z is any other polynomial it must be Hermitian
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and square-free, and the algebra so determined is a suitable combination of
those described above (cf. [1]).
If the generators all have odd parity, then so does every monomial of odd
degree in A, and the brackets are both symmetric on monomials of odd degree.
In particular, the generalized commutator bracket reduces to the anticommutator on the generators. In this case, if z = 0, the anticommutators of the
generators all vanish, and the algebra A becomes the Grassmann algebra on
countably many generators, with no other relations. This case cannot serve as
a model for any mechanics because the square of each generator vanishes, and
it follows that the expectation value of each generator vanishes in every state
(cf. [1]). This explains why there is no useful classical analogue of the Fermion
fields. If z = hi, then relations (10) and (13) yield the Fermion anticommutation relations, and the algebra A is the Clifford algebra determined by these
relations. This is the case determined by the quantum mechanics of Fermion
fields. If z is any other polynomial it must be Hermitian and square-free, and
the algebra so determined is again a suitable combination of those described
above. We shall not pursue the details here.
Finally if some generators are of odd parity and some even, then the even
generators commute with the odd ones, since if <p¡is even and <p odd, then

(25)

Ayl - "-(a,;,-!)= Tr{<Pi,<Pj}
= W<Pi,T<Pj}
= -{<P¡,<Pj}= -\/l.

It follows that {q>i,<Pj}
= 0, and hence by (18) that [<p(.,<p.]
= 0. But if tp,is even
and <pjis odd, then [<p¡,<pj]
= (p¡q>j- tpJtpi= 0. It follows that A is the tensor
product of two subalgebras, one of Boson type generated by the even
generators, and one of Fermion type generated by the odd generators, and
each of those subalgebras has the structure described above.
We see now that the signs in (1) are determined by the rule
(26)

(+<Pi

if <p,is a Boson field element,

^ —<p¡

if <p,is a Fermion field element.

TTtp= <
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